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Abstract: The work addresses the effects of nanosize particles and grain refinement on the patterns
of stress serrations and kinematics of deformation bands associated with the Portevin–Le Chatelier
instability of plastic flow. Ultra-fine-grained microstructure was obtained using equal-channel
angular pressing of the initial coarse-grained alloy. Tensile tests were carried out on flat specimens
at strain rates in the range from 3 × 10−5 to 1.4 × 10−2 s−1. Using local extensometry techniques,
it was found that the presence of nanoscale precipitates promotes quasi-continuous propagation
of deformation bands in the entire strain-rate range. The grain refinement leads to a transition to
relay-race propagation at high strain rates and static strain localization at low rates. The results
are discussed from the viewpoint of competition between various dynamical modes of plastic
deformation associated with collective dynamics of dislocations.
Keywords: aluminum alloys; precipitates; severe plastic deformation; mechanical characterization;
Portevin–Le Chatelier effect; deformation bands; collective dislocation dynamics
1. Introduction
The elaboration of new alloys sustains strong interest to the phenomenon of unstable plastic
flow, or the Portevin–Le Chatelier (PLC) effect [1], caused by interaction of dislocations with solute
atoms. The plastic instability manifests itself as strain localization in deformation bands giving rise
to serrations on the stress-strain curves [2]. Such localization can have detrimental consequences on
the production and utilization of industrial pieces, in particular, because of the formation of traces on
the surface of the product and a reduced ductility. The microscopic mechanism of the PLC effect is
understood rather well in terms of the dynamic strain aging (DSA) responsible for alternating pinning
and release of mobile dislocations by atmospheres of solute atoms [3–7]. However, its macroscopic
behavior is associated with complex patterns of stress serrations related to nucleation and motion
of deformation bands in the deforming material and requires understanding of self-organization of
dislocations [8,9].
Plastic deformation of Al-based alloys is prone to instability in a wide range of experimental
conditions [10]. Binary Al-based alloys, especially 5000 series with Mg as the main impurity,
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were used for a long time as model materials for investigation of the PLC effect (e.g., [7–16]).
Spatiotemporal behavior of tensile deformation of such alloys fits well the phenomenological
classification based on three frequently observed types [2]. In binary Al-Mg alloys, all these types are
observed depending on temperature and strain rate. At a given temperature, type A occurs close to
the high strain-rate boundary of the domain of instability. It is characterized by deformation bands
propagating along the tensile axis. The deformation curves display rises in stress required to nucleate
a band. The formation of a band produces a stress drop followed by smoother flow during the band
propagation. When the strain rate is reduced, type A is replaced by type B behavior characterized
by relatively regular abrupt stress oscillations. They are caused by a brief occurrence of immobile
bands in an ordered manner, so that this behavior is referred to as a relay-race or hopping propagation.
This pattern provides an additional signature of type B serrations because the passage of a series of
bands through the sample corresponds to a packet of regular stress serrations at a similar stress level,
followed by an increase in the stress required to start a new relay-race in the work-hardened material.
The further decrease in the strain rate leads to less regular and usually very deep and abrupt stress
drops of type C associated with almost unordered deformation bands [17].
This phenomenology has been successfully explained from the viewpoint of collective behavior
of dislocations [8,9,18]. However, the above-described patterns cannot be simply extended to alloys
with a more complex composition. The main disadvantage of binary Al-Mg alloys is their low yield
stress. A significant strength increase can be achieved by additional alloying, in particular, leading to
precipitation [19,20]. It occurs that the additional strong obstacles to the motion of dislocations may
affect their collective dynamics. Although mechanical characteristics of Al-Mg alloys containing a
dispersion of secondary phases were intensely studied, the peculiarities of spatiotemporal behavior of
their plastic deformation have attracted attention only recently. It was shown [21] that the domain of
instability of an Al-Mg alloy containing coherent Al3(Sc,Zr) dispersoids is shifted to the range of high
strain rates. Importantly, the band propagation regime was found to persist over the entire strain-rate
range, even at the lowest strain rate corresponding to stress serrations of type C. Such behavior was
not reported for binary alloys, nor predicted by the existing models of the PLC effect.
The other way to produce high-strength materials is an extensive grain refinement by severe
plastic deformation [22–24]. However, there exists very limited information on the PLC instability
in fine-grained materials, which in addition is contradictory [24–27]. For example, grain refinement
was reported to suppress the PLC effect in dilute Al-Mg alloys [26,27]. In contrast, an extension of the
instability domain towards lower strain rates resulting in higher-amplitude serrations was observed
in alloys containing non-shearable nanoscale precipitates [24,25]. Furthermore, the grain boundaries
and precipitates may provide a synergetic effect on the spatial coupling between local strains and
the conditions of self-organization of dislocations. However, until now there have been no reports
on the relationship between the occurrence of different serration patterns and the spatial activity of
PLC bands in such materials. The objective of the present paper was to examine specific features of
spatiotemporal behavior of PLC bands in an AlMgMnScZr alloy with nanoscale coherent precipitates,
for different grain sizes and strain rates.
2. Materials and Methods
The details of the alloy manufacturing procedure, the initial microstructures, and the overall
mechanical properties of the investigated material were described elsewhere [25,28] and will be briefly
outlined here. The 5024 alloy with a chemical composition of Al-4.57Mg-0.35Mn-0.2Sc-0.09Zr (wt. pct.)
was produced by continuous casting. The ingot was then subjected to solution treatment followed
by hot extrusion. The resulting microstructure will be denoted hereinafter as coarse-grained (CG)
condition. To obtain ultra-fine-grained (UFG) material, rectangular samples with dimensions of
20 × 20 × 100 mm3 were machined from the central part of the extruded ingot parallel to the extrusion
direction and subjected to equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) to a total strain ~12 at a temperature
of 300 ◦C using route BC [28,29].
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Tensile samples with the gage section of 35 × 7 × 3 mm3 were cut parallel to either the extrusion
or pressing direction. Tension tests were performed at room temperature and constant grip velocity
corresponding to the nominal applied strain rate ra ranging from 3 × 10−5 to 1.4 × 10−2 s−1.
Two different techniques were used to examine behavior of the PLC bands. First, a local
extensometry technique was applied to visualize the evolution of a one-dimensional (along the
tensile axis) local strain field. This method is based on the recording of displacements of markers
that are deposited on the specimen surface by painting a grid of black and white stripes normal to
the tensile axis (see [21,30] for details). The pairs of markers form about twenty 1 mm wide local
extensometers. The high spatial (1.3 µm) and time (1 ms) resolution of the CCD (charge-coupled device)
camera used for these measurements provided a high-accuracy determination of local strain rates.
Although 1D method does not allow for observing the deformation bands shape, it has an advantage of
visualization of the time evolution of their positions along the specimen axis. This objective is attained
by constructing 3D maps which display local strain rates as functions of time and coordinates of the
extensometers. Such maps facilitate the detection of transitions between different band patterns, as well
as estimation of the band width and velocity. A current drawback of this technique is that the recording
equipment limits the record duration by ten minutes, making it impractical for ra below 10−4 s−1.
The second technique, based on 2D digital image correlation (DIC), did not have such limitation
of the test duration and was applied at ra = 3 × 10−5 s−1. For this, one specimen surface was painted
white and then a speckle pattern was deposited onto it using a spray of black paint. A 2D digital
camera recorded consecutive images of the entire gage part of the specimen with a rate of 1 frame
per 65 ms and spatial resolution about 25 pixels per mm. The local strain-rate field was calculated
with the aid of the standard image correlation software, Vic-2D. Although the time resolution of this
method is worse than in the above-described case, it has advantages of visualization of the shape of
the deformation band and a smaller discreteness corresponding to a mesh-size about 0.1 mm [31].
3. Results
3.1. Microstructure before and after ECAP
The CG state of the alloy was characterized by coarse grains with the mean size of approximately
20 and 200 µm along the transverse and longitudinal directions, respectively, and the lattice dislocation
density close to 1013 m−2 (cf. [28]). The main secondary phase was represented by coherent dispersoids
of an Al3(Sc,Zr)-phase with average size about 10–15 nm and equiaxed shape. Figure 1a presents a TEM
microphotograph of a part of a grain which reveals that such precipitates are uniformly distributed
within the grain interiors. Several dislocation segments can also be seen.
ECAP resulted in the formation of a fully recrystallized structure composed of equiaxed grains
with the size reduced to less than 1 µm. The fraction of high-angle boundaries (HAB) and the mean
misorientation amounted to 70% and 30◦, respectively. An example of a TEM microphotograph of
an area containing several grains is presented in Figure 1b. The dislocation density was increased by
more than an order of magnitude. No visible effect of ECAP on the size or distribution of Al3(Sc,Zr)
dispersoids was found (see also [28]).
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Figure 1. Initial microstructure of the 5024 alloy: (a) coarse-grained state; (b) after 12 equal-channel 
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ductility of the investigated material although the features of the unstable flow change strongly. All 
deformation curves exhibit stress serrations. The comparison of the average stress levels at different 
strain rates shows that the flow stress generally decreases when the strain rate is increased (see also 
[25]). This trend agrees with the requirement of negative strain-rate sensitivity (SRS) in the DSA 
theory, as a necessary condition of plastic instability. However, the strength variation between 
samples was considerable, especially after ECAP [24–28]. Consequently, quantitative estimations of 
the SRS were not performed in the present work.  
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Figure 2. Typical deformation curves of the 5024 alloy: (a) coarse-grained state; (b) after 12 ECAP 
passes. The values of the imposed strain-rate indicated in plot (a) are common for both plots.  
At first sight, the CG alloy globally displays well-known features of serrated deformation 
curves (cf. Section 1). Nevertheless, some peculiarities described below, in particular, with regard to 
the usual sequence of types of serrations, testify changes in the dynamical behavior of the PLC effect, 
as corroborated by the analysis of the deformation band kinematics in Section 3.3. The plastic flow 
becomes unstable beyond some critical strain which follows the so-called inverse dependence on the 
strain rate, i.e., it decreases when the strain rate is increased [21,32,33]. Like in binary Al-Mg alloys, 
the serrations show a clear type A shape at the high strain rate, ra = 1.4 × 10−2 s−1 (Figure 2a, curve (1)). 
When ra is decreased to 10−3 s−1, type A serrations also occur over a large portion of the deformation 
curve, while a mixture of types A and B can be seen at large strains (Figure 2a, curve (2)). However, 
the transition to pure type B behavior does not take place even when the strain rate is further 
Figure 1. Initial microstructure of the 5024 alloy: (a) coarse-grained state; (b) after 12 equal-channel
angular pressing (ECAP) passes.
3.2. Stress Serrations Patterns
Examples of deformation curves of the 5024 alloy in two grain structure conditions are presented
in Figure 2 for strain rates in the range of 1.4× 10−4 to 1.4× 10−2 s−1. As far as macroscopic mechanical
behavior is concerned, it can be seen that the grain refinement does not affect the ductility of the
investigated material although the features of the unstable flow change strongly. All deformation
curves exhibit stress serrations. The comparison of the average stress levels at different strain rates
shows that the flow stress generally decreases when the strain rate is increased (see also [25]). This trend
agrees with the requirement of negative strain-rate sensitivity (SRS) in the DSA theory, as a necessary
condition of plastic instability. However, the strength variation between samples was considerable,
especially after ECAP [24–28]. Consequently, quantitative estimations of the SRS were not performed
in the present work.
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Figure 2. Typical deformation curves of the 5024 alloy: (a) coarse-grained state; (b) after 12 ECAP
passes. The values of the imposed strain-rate indicated in plot (a) are common for both plots.
At first sight, the CG alloy globally displays well-known features of serrated deformation curves
(cf. Section 1). Nevertheless, some peculiarities described below, in particular, with regard to the
usual sequence of types of serrations, testify changes in the dynamical behavior of the PLC effect,
as corroborated by the analysis of the deformation band kinematics in Section 3.3. The plastic flow
becomes unstable beyond some critical strain which follows the so-called inverse dependence on
the strain rate, i.e., it decreases when the strain rate is increased [21,32,33]. Like in binary Al-Mg
alloys, the serrations show a clear type A shape at the high strain rate, ra = 1.4 × 10−2 s−1 (Figure 2a,
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curve (1)). When ra is decreased to 10−3 s−1, type A serrations also occur over a large portion of the
deformation curve, while a mixture of types A and B can be seen at large strains (Figure 2a, curve (2)).
However, the transition to pure type B behavior does not take place even when the strain rate is further
decreased. As can be recognized on curve (3), the serrations acquire type C shape at 1.4 × 10−4 s−1,
with a peculiarity of displaying very long smooth intervals between deep stress drops. Finally, stable
plastic flow was found at ra = 3 × 10−5 s−1. On the whole, these patterns resemble results [21] for an
alloy with a similar chemical composition.
In the UFG material with a fully recrystallized microstructure, discontinuous yielding [34,35]
takes place. Serrations start immediately upon the elastoplastic transition (Figure 2b). Such a reduction
in the critical strain in a material with a high initial dislocation density is consistent with the DSA
mechanism [36]. More puzzling is how drastically the ECAP treatment modifies the serration patterns.
In contrast to the CG material, deep stress drops of type B are dominant at high and intermediate
.
εa-values, even if features of type A are observable at the highest ra. Intervals of smoother flow
between deep stress drops, indicating a transition to type C behavior, appear when ra is decreased to
1.4 × 10−4 s−1. This transition is completed at the strain rate of 3 × 10−5 s−1 characterized by clear
type C serrations (Figure 3). The entirety of the data corroborates the earlier observation that the lower
boundary of instability may be extended towards lower ra upon grain refinement [25].
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follo ing the elastoplastic transition and superimposed with stress drops (Figure 2b). The formation of
the Lüders plateau is well documented for Al-Mg alloys (e.g., [37,38]) and is generally explained by the
nucleation and propagation of a deformation band. In contrast to the repetitive PLC bands, the Lüders
band propagates once, as a result of unpinning of dislocations from solute atmospheres formed during
static aging prior to deformation [34,35]. This process occurs virtually without increasing the stress
level because the band advances into the unhardened material. The presence of stress serrations during
the Lüders plateau in Figure 2b suggests that it does not correspond to a continuous propagation but
to a relay race, in agreement with the persistence of type B behavior during the whole test.
3.3. PLC Bands Patterns
The main features of deformation bands behavior for different grain structures and strain rates
are synthesized in Figures 4–8. Figures 4–7 represent spatiotemporal patterns obtained with the aid
of the 1D local extensometry that allows for continuous recording of the positi ns of markers along
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the specimen axis. Figure 8 was obtained using DIC technique. It displays several instantaneous 2D
images of deformation bands.
Like the deformation curves, the spatiotemporal patterns found in the CG state are also globally
similar to those reported in [21] for a similar alloy. Their main feature is the persistent propagation
of deformation bands at all strain rates, as contrasted with the well-known transitions between three
types of behavior characterizing binary Al-Mg alloys. Moreover, while in [21] a tendency to the
transition from the continuous to relay-race propagation regime was detected at intermediate strain
rates, almost no footprint of relay-race propagation was found in the present work. Figure 4 illustrates
the continuous propagation of deformation bands at ra = 10−3 s−1, in conformity with type A [14,39]
character of the deformation curve. To better understand this map, it should be clarified that during
the tensile test, some bottom markers leave the field of vision of the CCD camera and some top
markers enter it, so that only a part of them are constantly surveyed during a given time interval.
So, only a 14 mm long part of the gage length is represented in Figure 4. It can be seen that each
deformation band is nucleated outside the surveyed part and continues propagating after having
passed it. Consequently, the visible intervals of propagation are shorter than the smooth periods
between the stress rises corresponding to the bands nucleation. The instants of band nucleation can be
guessed, though, due to dark spots which indicate local compressions caused by the elastic reaction
(“spring-back”) of the material outside the deformation band. The band velocity V ranges from several
mm/s at 10−3 s−1 to several tens mm/s at 1.4 × 10−2 s−1 and slows down during the test (V is simply
the slope of the traces in Figure 4). The maximum local strain rate within the deformation band, rloc,
exceeds ra by a factor κ varying approximately between 7 and 10, a value typical of type A behavior in
Al-Mg alloys [40].
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Figure 4. Spatiotemporal pattern showing the time evolution of the local strain rate along the tensile
axis of a sample of the coarse-grained (CG) alloy. ra = 10−3 s−1. Color bar quantifies the local strain-rate
scale in s−1.
Figure 5 characterizes spatiotemporal behavior observed at the low strain rate. Details of the
initial part of plastic flow illustrated in plots (b) and (c) show that whereas the deep stress drops
expectedly correspond to brief occurrence of static deformation bands characteristic of type C, the
following smooth intervals are not related to a macroscopically uniform flow but to the continuous
propagation of a deformation band. The properties of such bands correspond to the properties of
deformation bands observed at higher strain rates: their velocity is decreased in proportion to the
ra value; κ is approximately 7. Besides, the κ-ratio indicates that the static deformation bands are
quantitatively different from the usual type C bands. Indeed, while κ is expectedly higher in the
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static bands than in their moving counterparts, it only reaches the value about 20. It is at least two
orders of magnitude lower than that reported in [40] for type C bands in a dilute Al-4.5wt %Mg alloy.
The visualization of spatiotemporal patterns thus testifies to strongly modified behavior of deformation
bands at the low strain rate, which manifests a mixture of type C and type A features.Metals 2017, 7, 325  7 of 14 
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and 10−3 s−1.  
Figure 5. (a) Deformation curve recorded at 1.4 × 10−4 s−1 in the CG state and the corresponding
strain-rate maps for the strain intervals denoted by rectangles: (b) Time interval covering the nucleation
of a band and its following propagation; (c) Portion of plot (b) corresponding to the band propagation;
(d) Oscillating deformation curve observed during necking and the repetitive strain localization
responsible for these serrations.
i r 5d indicates that necking behavior s impacted by the PLC effect (cf. [41]).
The onset of necking occurs through slowing down and i mobilization of a PLC band. e
kinematics of the PLC bands of type C are noteworthy. The κ-ratio tends to decrease
from ~50 at the onset of ecking to ~20 while the necking proceeds. The deformation ba ds are
constrained to the necked r gion, even if they slightly shift for h and back along the specim n axis.
The final rupture is related to th repeated localization of pl stic de ormation in the same cross-section
of the specimen. A detail d study of necking goes beyond the scope of this paper and will be
reported elsewhere.
refinement led to qualitative changes in these patterns. Figure 6 represents high strain-rate
behavior of the UFG material. As could be anticipated from the defo mation curves, type B behavior is
preponderant n this case, ve if it is d fficult to disti guish between quasi-c ntinuous and relay-race
propagation at the highest ra = 1.4 × 10−2 s−1 (Figure 6a). The distinct relay race is fully established a
10−3 s−1 in Fig re 6b. Moreover, in contrast to the continuous propagation cases in Figures 4 and 5,
κ-value exceeds 15 a d 50, respectively, at 1.4 × 10−2 and 10−3 s−1.
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The spatial aspect illustrated in Figure 7 for ra = 1.4 × 10−4 s−1 confirms the suggestion of the
starting transition from type B to type C behavior made in Section 3.2. Indeed, Figure 7b displays
pairs of deformation bands occurring alternatively between the regions inside and outside the field of
vision (Figure 7b manifests rather strong spring-back effect in the region of the elastoplastic transition.
It is likely to be due to the fact that the plastic flow has not yet started all over the specimen); the
tendency to a relay race (Figure 7c) alternates with uncorrelated nucleation of deformation bands;
κ becomes as high as 150; the strain interval close to the onset of necking displays bands hopping forth
and back until practically steady strain localization (Figure 7d). On the whole, in contrast to Figure 4
that displays spatiotemporal patterns for CG material at the same strain rate, no continuous band
propagation was detected for the UFG material.
This conclusion is corroborated by the results of DIC imaging at the strain rate of 3 × 10−5 s−1
corresponding to well-established type C serrations represented in Figure 3. Figure 8 displays the
initial portion of this deformation curve and four DIC images corresponding to the instants of stress
serrations. The vertical rectangles are images of the distribution of the local strain rate almost over the
entire gage part of the sample approximately 30 × 7 mm2 in size. The numbers above the rectangles
indicate the maximum rloc within each image. It can be seen that the stress drops at the instants t1 to t4
are caused by deformation bands which form an angle about 60◦ with the tensile axis, characteristic of
PLC bands (see, e.g., [12,16]). These bands do not follow a relay race sequence and are characterized by
a very high κ between 750 and 900, i.e., more than an order of magnitude higher than the values found
for type B bands (cf. Figure 6). The rest of the image appears as a uniform background because the
powerful PLC bands dominate the contrast. It should be strengthened that contrarily to CG material,
no propagation of PLC bands was found during smooth portions of the deformation curve between
stress serrations. These periods thus correspond to an approximately uniform plastic flow. The entire
spatiotemporal pattern corresponds to usual type C behavior.
Finally, the above-used notion of a macroscopically uniform plastic flow deserves some
clarification. It is known that low-amplitude heterogeneities having a wavy or intermittent character
accompany “smooth” deformation of various materials including polycrystalline alloys and pure
single crystals [42–44]. In the present work, too, rich patterns of such heterogeneities were found
at a fine scale of local strain rates in both CG and UFG conditions of the 5024 alloy. However, they
represent much weaker effects in comparison with the PLC instability and will be reported elsewhere.
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Figure 8. Initial portion of the deformation curve shown in Figure 2 and digital image correlation (DIC)
images of the distribution of the local strain rate over the gauge part of the sample. The DIC images are
recorded at the instants indicate on the deformati n curve. The maximum value of the local strain
rate within the band is indicated at the top of each snapshot.
4. Discussion
Inspection of the experimental data shows that the initial microstructure significantly affects both
the deformation curves and kinematics of deformation bands in the 5024 alloy. An unusual feature
of the PLC effect observed in the CG condition is that the quasi-continuous mode of deformation
band propagation (type A behavior) persists over the entire strain-rate domain of plastic instability,
whereas the well-known behavior suggests a transition to relay-race propagation (type B) and then
to static deformation bands (type C) when the imposed strain rate is decreased. Such persistence
of the propagation was recently observed in an alloy with a similar phase composition containing
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a dispersion of nanoscale coherent Al3(Sc,Zr) precipitates [21]. The fact that both alloys display
the same peculiarities suggests the existence of an inherent mechanism related to the presence of
nanoscale precipitates. A possible explanation was proposed in [21] in terms of stress concentration
on the precipitates. It was suggested that as the precipitates are effective obstacles to the motion of
dislocations, they impede relaxation of internal stresses caused by the strain incompatibility associated
with the deformation band. The high internal stresses would then promote the plastic strain transfer
to the neighboring sites, i.e., propagation of a deformation band. This conjecture is confirmed by the
data of microstructure analysis after tensile tests. Indeed, it can be seen in TEM microphotographs
(Figure 9) that both in CG and UFG materials, the Al3(Sc,Zr) particles are mostly located in the vicinity
or directly on the dislocations, while the areas free of dislocations contain few of them.
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The same logic could have been applied to anticipate the possible role of grain boundaries as
obstacles to the dislocation motion. However, the results obtained in the present work show that the
proneness to the propagation mode, demonstrated by the initial CG material, was weakened by the
grain refinement. Indeed, the quasi-continuous mode of band propagation changed to a relay race at
high strain rates, and no propagation was observed at low strain rates. It can be suggested that the
main role of grain boundaries in the observed peculiarities of the manifestations of the PLC effect is to
facilitate the internal stress relaxation, e.g., by serving as sources of dislocations. A general scheme
that allows for the transition between the static and propagation modes of kinematics of the PLC
bands was proposed earlier (e.g., [45]). Omitting for the sake of simplicity other aspects than that
associated with the internal stresses, the following mechanism can be suggested. If the relaxation of
the incompatibility stresses is insufficient, be it because of the fast reloading (high strain rate) or a high
density of obstacles to the dislocation motion, the local stress state will constantly be heterogeneous
but close to the instability threshold all over the sample. Consequently, an excess of the internal
stress would result in the propagation of a relatively weak strain localization. In the opposite case,
the efficient relaxation of the incompatibility stresses would provide strain uniformization in the
specimen. On the one hand, the instability conditions will only be reached when the applied stress
approaches the critical level. On the other hand, breakthrough of dislocations in one site would result
in a catastrophic process. It could have involved the whole specimen but the elastic reaction of the
deformation machine would lead to an abrupt decrease in the stress and stop the further development
of the instability. This scenario of collective dynamics of dislocations is analogous to the phenomenon
of synchronization in extended dynamical systems [46]. The data presented in Section 3.3 testify that
the transition between the synchronization and propagation modes is continuous and gives rise to
diverse patterns including the relay-race propagation. This conjecture is confirmed, in particular, by
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the observation of progressive changes in the κ-value when the strain rate and/or microstructure are
varied. The suggested mechanism also allows for applying the same approach to explain the unusual
persistence of type B behavior in the fine-grained state, so that the transition to type A is not fully
accomplished even at a very high strain rate. Such an effect may occur in the conditions when the
grain boundaries facilitate stress relaxation in the UFG material.
It should be underlined that not only specific behavior would depend on the subtle balance
between different modes of the collective dynamics of dislocations, but the grain boundaries themselves
may play a complex role including nucleation, drainage, or pinning of dislocations. The comparison
with literature data leads to a suggestion that the resulting behavior depends on the specific
microstructure conditions. For example, the preliminary data on the effect of grain refinement on the
PLC instability in the alloy studied in [21] bear evidence that the mode of continuous propagation
may persist after ECAP [47]. On the other hand, the suppression of the PLC effect after ECAP of a
binary alloy was explained in [26] in terms of the worsening of the conditions for synchronization
of dislocations.
5. Conclusions
In summary, spatiotemporal behavior of the PLC effect was investigated at room temperature in
an AlMgMnScZr alloy with different microstructures and at various strain rates. The coarse-grained
material demonstrates atypical behavior characterized by quasi-continuous propagation of
deformation bands which persists in the entire strain-rate range. The extensive grain refinement
by ECAP breaks such propagation which gives place to a relay race of deformation bands at high
or intermediate strain rates and static bands at low strain rates. It also leads to the occurrence of
a yield plateau which is superimposed with type B stress oscillations and proceeds via sequential
nucleation of PLC bands along the tensile axis. The PLC effect is also manifested during necking which
occurs in a similar way in both the CG and UFG conditions. Namely, necking is not associated with a
persisting localization of plastic deformation but with repeated formation of deformation bands in the
necked region.
Although the overall behavior differs in both cases from that observed in binary Al-Mg alloys, all
these patterns can be integrated into a general scheme rationalized in terms of a competition between
synchronization of dislocations, leading to strain localization when the local strain field is sufficiently
uniform, and propagation of plastic activity in heterogeneous strain conditions. One of the factors
controlling this balance is the efficiency of relaxation of internal stresses which is affected by both
precipitates and grain boundaries. Consequently, the precise manifestations of the PLC instability
in alloys with complex compositions may be system-specific and will require a systematic study of
various alloys.
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